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i failing' to carry
these
with them a majority of their respective parties, will set up in business for themselves on a 16 to 1 platform. Toward this conclusion . the
resolution calling for a national silver convention which is to meet in
Chicago next month points unmistwo factions,
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A careful
of the proceedings of this convention and of the
resolutions which it adopted with a
hurrah fails to discover any point of
difference between its position and
that of the People's party. These
men are Populists in disguise, who
are endeavoring to commit the parscrutiny
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all its phases, of which the free silver agitation is at present the most
A SUCCESS.
".'''\u25a0
important, and nobody need doubt
The citizens' ball last evening, or fear the result.
given primarily to raise funds for
adequately furnishing the steamer
THE ADMINISTRATION'S (FOREIGN POLICY.
St. Paul, was a distinct success. The
canvass for the sale of tickets had
Louis Napoleon plunged -France
been thorough.and met with a grati- into war with Prussia in order to difyingly liberal response. -All the ar- vert the attention of his people from
rangements
made by the different conditions that were creating a discommittees were admirable, and the content that might end in another
conditions under which the festiv- ! revolution and the overthrow of his
ity occurred could not have been im- j
rule. The same expedient has often
As a social event, it was,
proved.
been resorted to by other potentates
of course, an occasion of general en- for the same purpose, prompted by
joyment.
As far as the original
the knowledge that among the mass
purpose was concerned, the results
of the people there lingers yet someare quite satisfactory.
It is bething of the old delight of combat
lieved that not less than $2,500 will which makes popular a war with
be realized in profits; and this, to- another nation. It was this spirit
gether with the $3,000 voted by the
in this country that changed the
city, will suffice to fit out the "St.
peaceful,
but protesting, attitude
Paul" with a stand of colors and a of Jefferson's administration into the
library worthy of our name. The
conflict with England under Madigreatest credit and the highest praise
son. Clay's fiery eloquence stirred
Should be given to those gentlemen
a popular feeling that demanded
so
of
liberally
who have contributed
war.
Other administrations in later
their efforts to make the event a
success, and to all the people of the years have been suspected of being
willing to engage the country in
city for their hearty and generous
combat with some foreign nation in
support.
order to take the public mind off
THE SECOND MEMPHIS CONVEN- domestic conditions that threatened
a revolution in party control. The
TION.
The convention of silverites which advocates of a "vigorous foreign polhas just closed its session in Mem- icy" have always been in evidence
phis was called to counteract the with us, and there has been politics
impression produced on the country in "twisting the British lion's tail."
The administration of Mr. Cleveby the sound
money
convention
which met in that city a few weeks land has had presented to it, in the
conditions prevailing during its exago. It has been a success in as
until recently, a strong
far as numbers and noise could istence,
temptation
to
find the people
make it such. Neither is it withelse
than
finanout its value as disclosing still fur- something
ther the plot and programme of the cial and industrial conditions
to
silver monometallists of the United ponder on, and give them the diverStates. The make-up of the conven- sion of a war with some foreign
power.
The needless creation of a
tion, no less than its declarations
of future policy, showed that the useless navy has been a standing
provocation to give it employment
real aim of these men is to secure
for. themselves permanent promi- in a contest for the mastery of the
nence and a chance at the offices sea. The expressions of Admiral
by establishing a new political party Meade show how impatient are the
at the expense of the old. They do
officers of the navy of the peace that
not really hope that either the na- keeps their battle ships on mere .
tional Democratic or the national parade, and their great guns useful,
Republican convention will declare
for nothing but courteous salutes.
In favor of free coinage. Only the Then there have been the domestic
owners of silver bullion, who do not conditions, of a discontent bred of
care what hand bestows their sub- causes antedating the administrasidy, proVided it arrives safely
in tion, of which, while not even retheir pockets, would like to fix free motely responsible for them, it had
silver in the platform of one of the to bear the blame. The people, broodregular organizations.
Most of the ing on their - misfortunes, accepted
rest advocate
the "Sibley idea." too readily and thoughtlessly / the
The "Sibley. idea" is that there is a rancorous assertions of v the oppochance for the old political hack to sition that this administration was
get
into business once more by responsible for the havoc of the panfounding a free silver party. He and
ic. Added to this were the divisions
his friends wish to "carry with them a in the councils of the party that prewing of each of the old parties, and vented carrying into effect fully the
out of these blended forces, together
purposes .of the administration.
with the remnants of the old greenGiven these and a fair provocation,
back party, to create a new organi- and we have a temptation to cause
sation that will be able to carry at a diversion by a "vigorous foreign
least several states in the West and policy," which means only a bellihave some offices to distribute.
* cose attitude challenging a fight,
The sympathizers with this are such as the last Napoleon gladly
fairly evenly divided in their former yielded to.
\u25a0'/,':
political
Naturally
affiliations.
Nor have provocations or excuses
enough, this
convention being held been wanting. The seal fisheries,
in Memphis' and representatives
the Nicaraguan incident and the
from the Southern states finding it pending Venezuelan difficulty with
easy to attend, more Democrats
England, .with the Monroe doctrine
than
Republicans
were found as the excuse, have furnished, op- ;
on
platform.
its
But
the portunities for a display of jingoism,
Democratic element in the .South even if war • did not follow, " that
which inclines to coalesoe . with the would have set the country, ablaze
silver movement is balanced by the and submerged the panic and the
Republican movement in the West coinage question in the more ablhat is only less outspoken and not, sorbing question of an international
.
.
Jfcss earnest.
It appears ' to be a i dispute, with a chance for. a -war
$4.00
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AGITATE FOR BETTER SERVICE

We reproduce below an editorial
article from the Arlington Enterprise, which shows that it is not
upon the cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis that an insufficient morning
train service bears most severely.
The small towns of the state are
the greatest sufferers;
and their
complaint is immeasurably more bitter, and their grievance' less easy
to be borne than any of our own:
The St. Paul
16b eof Monday has
an admirable . article on the question
of getting morning newspapers
into
the country constituencies.
It has
remained for the G1 o b cto bring this
very important matter
before the
Northwestern country ! for consideration, and upon this initiation we hope
to see it generally agitated.
The
Globe is right In the position it
takes on this question. Our own town
is only seventy \ miles from St. Paul,
and yet we can't get mail from that
city until 1 o'clock of each day, one
train a day. The Minneapolis & St.
Louis road runs

.

.

.
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that would offer alluring prospects
of territorial' aggrandizement.- •'_ But,
when clamor of opponents shall have
died away, and the ' history of the
foreign • policy of the administration
shall -be written,* the judicial historian will record his judgment that,
that policy has been pre-eminently
right, and in harmony with the true
American spirit and policy. Undismayed and undeterred
by the vociferous clamor of chagrined opponents, as well as unmoved by the
opposition it called forth from some
of his own party, Mr. Cleveland pursued in the Hawaiian matter the
course he deemed to be both right
and consistent with the honor and
dignity of the? republic. Unpopular
it undoubtedly was, but just as unquestionably it was right. That congress, when its meeting gave to it
the charge
of the matter, was
swayed by popular clamor, and refused to give the presidential policy
full support, does not detract from
or reflect on that policy.
So in the Samoan matter, the refusal to pursue longer a policy unwisely entered on, one which disregarded the prudent counsel of Washington to avoid entangling alliances,
was eminently sound and American.
It was not that the matter was a
trifling one, involving the government and peace of a remote island
with its savage inhabitants. It was
the entering wedge that might rend
our traditional and true policy of
keeping ouselves free from interference in the affairs of other peoples,
setting a precedent that might lead
to graver departures. So in the Nicaraguan matter there was a calm refusal to be driven by popular uproar
or partisan assault from the position that the Monroe doctrine did
not extend to and could not be expanded
to cover the temporary
occupation
portion
of a
of
one of the Southern
republics for the purpose of enforcing
the payment of an undisputed claim.
In the Allianca affair, while there
was a prompt demand for explanation and apology, the administration declined to make it the pretext
for gratifying the jingo^feeiing of the
country.
So now, In the complication of Cuba with Spain, with the
sentiment of this country strongly
sympathetic for Cuba, with a
widespread feeling that
the opportunity
was come again to make the island
a portion of our domain, and with
the • certainty of the popularity of
such a movement, the administration preserves the true position of
neutrality, and forbids the giving of
aid or comfort to the Cubans by
our citizens.
In another way, too, has the foreign policy of the administration harmonized with the true spirit of the
nation, and with its position among
the nations of the world. Our mission is one of peace. Our triumphs
are those of industry, not of war.
Happily relieved by our /isolation
as well as by our power from fear
of armed aggression by jealous and.
envious neighbors, it is peculiarly
fitting that this country use its efforts to preserve peace among our
sister nations.
Recognizing
this
fully, the administration has acted
on it whenever the opportunity came
to it. Failing to prevent the conflict between China and Japan, its
good offices were used successfully
in arranging the terms of peace. It
has urged on England the pacific
settlement of its boundary ' dispute
with Venezuela, an 'offer that- will
undoubtedly be accepted before a
resort to war is had. Under strong
inducements to depart from it, it is
to the credit of the administration
that it has pursued steadily the traditional foreign policy of the country, and maintained itwithout any
sacrifice of dignity or impairment
of the standing of the nation among
nations.

practical certainty at this jdate that
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through one of the
very finest agricultural sections of the
entire Northwest.
We are speaking
now of the Watertown z branch,
on
which Arlington is- located. The railroad company is well aware of this
fact, but from the knowledge that we
have no other competing ! outlet we
are completely at its mercy.
It is
Hobson's choice with us, and we must
make the best of it. We have five elevators here,. and the read does a big
freight and a fair passenger business,
and still we are ostracized from the
outside world until 1 o'clock
m. of the
day following the chronicling of general and important ! events. We hope
the Globe will continue to agitate
a remedy of this. evil. .It- the Globe
stands by the people, the people will
stand by the- G 1 o be.

This is only one illustration of a
host that could be gathered, by appealing to the actual experience of
the people ;of outlying -cities and
towns. Hundreds of thousands of
them are cut "off practically from
communication with the outer world,
except by a costly and unused telegraph service, until a late hour of
the day. What we wish to call attention to particularly is not the news
side, but the commercial side of this
unsatisfactory train service.
While
it is true that the mail trains carry
newspapers,
that the newspapers
. want to get into 7 the country as
early in the day as possible, } and
.that the people want to have them,
: the fact that the, bulk of the mail is
of ; a private and commercial character must not be lost sight of. : - All
the business relations between / the
Twin Cities and their tributary terri* tory are bounded and limited by
i postal communication
between them.
\u25a0
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GLOBE: SATURDAY MORNINgTTtJNE

Here is a town only seventy .miles
from St. Paul which gets one mail
a ' day, arriving at 1 o'clock in the
The analysis made by
afternoon.
the G lob c last Monday of the train
service out of these two cities shows
that there are scores of cases only a
little less striking than this. .The
small centers of the splendid agri—
cultural region surrounding

us are

out of touch with , the world,
because the life-blood fails to circulate j in the arteries that communicate with the great commercial centers for the better part of each day..
This is a real grievance, and it is
the less tolerable because it is s»sceptible of such easy remedy with-,
out special hardship to any one. .
It is not expected or to be desired
that the railways should adopt schedules determined altogether by the
needs of either the metropolitan or
the country mail service; but it is
possible that those needs should be
taken into" consideration, and that/
they should be, in a great measure,
satisfied by a readjustment of time
tables and an increase in the average speed of morning trains. It is
competent for the railways running
out of these two cities to make a few
alterations
that would vastly imThey could
prove
the situation.
shift the time of departure of morning trains a few hours earlier without any sacrifice of traffic. That
inconmight work an occasional,
lience to a fewpassengers atthepoint
of starting, but this would be compensated ten-fold by the gain resulting at scores of points further along
their lines. The matter is one not very
vital to them, perhaps, and possibly
they might not consider it of sufficient importance to act on their own
motion; but the business interests of
these two cities, as well as those of
the smaller towns of the Northwest,
have a great deal at stake. It is
worth while for them to take the
subject up seriously and agitate
for the desired improvement.
The chambers of commerce, boards
of trade and other commercial organizations in St. Paul and Minneapolis ought to busy themselves in
efforts to secure .what would be
worth many thousands of dollars
to their trade annually by connecting them more closely with the
The people of the
country customer.
rural centers should move in the
same direction -in order that they
may obtain for themselves an improvement which would be, in many
respects, as real and as great as the
construction of a new railroad with
short distances and quick time. If
these two forces were to act in harmony, they could bring about specd T
ilysuch a change as we have shown
and in
to be entirely practicable
the interest of all parties. The pre*of out-going mails,
an ;. embargo
which places almost
upon close commercial relations between the Twin Cities and a host
of towns in every part of their .territory, exists solely because nobody
has taken the trouble ,to agitate
for such a change as would. fit it to
present • conditions. The Northwest
is no longer a wilderness, with occasional habitations scattered over
it, to which frequent and quick transportation is a matter 'of indifference.
It has become . a compact,
thrifty and enterprising center of
population. This need ofrapid transit in railway service is genuine and
imperative. We are convinced that
the railroads and postal authorities
have no disposition to deny it, if the
people will only show themselves in
earnest about demanding it.
vailing system
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DEMOCRAT.
We printed a short time ago some
extracts from a letter by a "discouraged. Democrat," who wanted to
party man
know what a sincere
could find to stir enthusiasm within
him over the party outlook. As a
contrast, we publish this morning a
letter from a gentleman the tone of
entitles him
whose correspondence
to be called an "encouraged Democrat." And there is so much that
is excellent in its hopefulness and
practicality that we commend it to
the study of our readers, without
thereby intending to stand sponsor
for all the individual views which
the writer expresses.
We are, indeed, with him heartily
when he says that the great victory
of 1892 can be repeated in 1896 by
taking an unyielding
stand upon
the platform which then commended itself so strongly to the people of
this country. The Democratic party
won on its three great, traditional
issues; ;a tarifffor revenue only, honest money and reform in the administration of the government. It has
always won when it appealed to the
voters to sustain those great principles. Itwill win again if it ceases
to chase every will-o'-the-wlsp that
AN ENCOURAGED

our correspondent, that it is possibleto assign, the' silver monometallists,
the • gold monometallists and the bimetallists to Republican, Democratic or Populist relations in bulk. The

.

situation
still too chaotic for that,
or even for a vision of it in the near
future. . But. the alignment of voters
is proceeding; and nothing is more
essential than that the Democratic
party be found faithful to its creed.
It is enough for it to show that
."sound money" means a truly bimetallic : currency ; based upon a
system that will secure the equal
use of gold and silver as money in
this country and '. in others. That
position has been stated by Mr.
Carlisle.: It is impregnable. Against
it the fiatists may rage and the gold
shoot
arrows of
monometallists
scorn, but it will prevail. It is all
the financial policy that the Democratic party requires ; for, ; with the
revival of prosperity, the apparent
-need for immediate changes disappears, and the wisdom of. acting for ;
the- future and for all time grows
upon all thoughtful citizens.
The suggestion of the writer that
Secretary
Morton is the man to
stand on this platform is one for
which he must carry the responsi- ,
bility. Mr. Morton is a man who deserves such admiration and support.
He is a Democrat worthy of the
name and of the honor. But talk of
. candidates is still mostly premature,
and the choice of the Globe is the
choice of the convention which does
not assemble until a year from now.
In the meantime, every Democrat
has a right to his preference and to
; express it. The naming of the leader
is less important than that he should
have behind him a party solidly arThere
rayed about definite issues.
are none truer, stronger, surer of
victory than the policies which have

-
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irre- .
subject on which newspapers,
spective of party, are jagreed.
It is
"the benefits of advertising." /.'///.;

Cucumbers are stated to be Mr.
Debs' reason for not keeping his engagement with the United
States
*
marshal*
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There is joy in Africa. The Georgia
watermelon crop promises to be the
largest in the state's history.

TO MEET AT RED ROCK.

Woman can never be man's equal
until her bicycle bloomers bag at
the knees.
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HE FEELS ENCOURAGED.

PROGRAMME

A Democrat

Who Isn't DiHconr. . ased at the Outlook.
To the Editor of the Globe.
In harmony with the principles of the
true Democracy which the Globe so
ably represents,
permit a , word from
a plain . citizen on the political\ situation. The last presidential election
was won by the Democratic party, on
a revenue tariff, sound money and
economy in administration— in a word,
epu«.l rights to all, and special privileges to none.
These principles, the
principles of the historic Democracy,
today
as ever, and
are as sound
only need to be reaffirmed with the
courage of conviction to be successful
in 1896 as they were in 1892. They address themselves now as then to the
intelligence and patriotism
of the

American people.
It may be said the party has not
fulfillment of its
it has come short,

kept faith in the
pledges.
So far as

-.

SEVERAL
INTERESTING
ADDRESSES GIVEN AT YESTERDAYS SESSION.

I

OF TODAY'S MEET
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of bad Republican legislation, before
there was time for remedial measures
to take effect, the people, in a blind desire for change, have given the Re-

publicans again a majority in congress.
This is, however, but temporary, if
the Democratic party does its duty,
for there is no real change in sentiment
among the great mass of thinking men

upon the issues which were at stake
The only difference is that the
question of sound money, as being the

-

.

This is what they say down in
about the blessings of

Pennsylvania

.

Republican rule:

The people of Pennsylvania will be
startled as they study the uniform
record of profligacy that was made by
the late legislature.
In every place
where it was possible new offices were

increased,
and
created,
or salaries
wherever partisan
ends were to be
favorites could
served, or partisan
realize profit, the public money was
wasted with unexampled recklessness,
while the most important public imthe most worthy
provements
and
claims
of charity and philanthropy
rejected
because the treasury was
were
exhausted by partisan plunderers.
But they cut out a new county and

named it after Mr. Quay.
One of those wars which remind
in the First district, when Lovely and Milo White
were in the thick of the battle, is
about rto break out. Congressman
Tawney and Speaker Van Sant, although residents of the same town,
, appear to be very much in each
other's way. Both want to occupy
the former',s seat in the lower house
The '.-, Democrats down
of congress.
there ought to seize time by the forelock, nominate a popular man and
elect him.
one of old times

mm
are a good many thousand
newspapers in this country.; and every r one of them is now assuring
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Hs« tieod the Test of Time
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
BRANDS COMBINED

|

AT THE THEATERS.
The Wilmots, Horwitz and Bowers,
Alburtus and Bartram. McMahan and
King, Brandon and Begin! and all the
other big favorites on the present Alhamhra bill at the Metropolitan close
with the matinee and night performances of today.
The matinee today
will be made a special event for the

\u25a0

in 1892.
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SWEET CAPORAL
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At the afternoon session
the address on "Foreign Missions and Our
by
Relation to Them"
Rev. F. D. Newhouse, of Redwing, and a paper on
"Questionable Amusements" were the
chief features.
The paper was presented by G. E. Maxwell, of Herman, graduate of Hamllne university,
well-known among the colleges of the
state for the oratorical honors he has
won. The lattter was a practical paper and created the most interesting
discussion of the day. Amusements
must bo judged by the spirit of Christianity. To some these seem
good,
while to others bad. Those who question have a right to bo heard. In seeking amusements
see that no higher
are slighted.
We must
amusements
they
them
look at
as
are and not as
they ought to be. Card playing is not
a game of skill, it is a waste of time
and the tendency of the game Is constantly downward. In summing up a
card playing Epworthian was a moral
inconsistency.
The theater cannot succeed without being sensational, he said.
person
No
cart enter the theater and
come out unsoiled. In treating dancing the question is not whether it 13
always- evil, but is considered as we
And it today in society. Exception was
made of gymnasium, dancing among
girls and among elderly people.
A
lively discussion followed of two-minspeeches
by
preachers
layute
and
men. Almost all agreed In condemning
dancing, card playing and theater-going. Finally a young lady arose and
created the sensation of the day. Had
a bomb been dropped through the roof
a more profound sensation could not
have occurred.
The lady was Mrs.
Grant, a student of the state university. She took exception' to some of
the strong -statements, claiming «hat
they made too sweeping
assertions.
Cards were as much a game of skill as
chess.
She attended many of Sol
Smith Russell's plays, . she said, and
left the theater a better woman. Two
of the best persons she had ever known
were devotees of these amusements.
• "We should learn,"
she said, "to use
discrimination and self-control.''
wildest excitement followed. Many were
eager to give their opinions, and aftr a
half hour of the warmest discussion,
the leader with difficulty closed the

not so much for what it did as for
what it failed to do.
In a time of
general depression, largely the result

«%|?

THEAIIEPK«ITSBASC3ra«P«tSCCKSSHI.
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ladies 'and children, as it was last Saturday, and every lady In attendance
will be presented with a Trilby souvenir heart. This will probably be the
last souvenir matinee of the season.

.• * •
Assurance" drew an lmmesse^aadience at the Grand last night
and Boucieault's eccentric comedy appears to have made a bigger hit than
any other piece yet produced by the
company. Mr. Kent and Miss Cros"London

man, as Lady Gay Spanker,

tion on earth," or, for that matter,
doubtless even under the earth. But
nobody is alarmed
or deceived by
them; they are simply silver monoSecretary
metallists
and Populists.
Carlisle in his recent Memphis speech,
so clear and able, represents the Democracy. Of the Republicans it is but
just to say there are not a few among
them in favor of sound money, but
the trend of the party is not in that
direction, as judged of by the attitude
of the party leaders. Harrison, McKinley, Reed and Allison, prominently
mentioned in connection with the presidency, are evasive when asked to define sound money. Not one of them
will say it is currency, metallic and
paper, redeemable
in gold. Reed is meeting.
distinctly on record as refusing to vote
The principal feature of last night's
for the word "gold" before coin in the meeting was. a sermon by Dr. H. A.
issue, when $16,000,000
Cleveland, of the First M. E. church, of
recent bond
might-have been saved, to the governthis city. His subject was "The Sweet
ment. They are all understood to be Mercy and Saving Receptlveness
of
bimetallists, but are careful to avoid Christ." The sermon was
stating what Is the ratio between silver
aniß gold in their exchangeability, leavAN ELOQUENT EFFORT
ing it to be inferred, In free and unlimited coinage, by fiat of government,
of this distinguished divine.
it could be fixed at "16. to 1." These
Hamllne university, through its alpolitical trimmers, jugglers with words
umni ant', students, is well represented
in a double sense, are the protectionby eighty or ninety young people, and
ists who would "do something for silthe Interests of the school will be prewhy upon their principles
ver"—
sented this afternoon by one of its
should they not? Don Cameron is a students.
fair representative of them. The PopTwo features of today's session will
ulists are frankly in favor of fiat
"Resolved, That the
be a debate:
money, whether \of silver or paper.
Pledge is Essential to the Most SucThere are many well-meaning, but ig- cessful League Work," and a paper
norant men among them, led by un- by W. A. Crawford, of Hamllne, "Bible
scrupulous demagogues, but they are
Study Essential
to the Life of the
becoming enlightened, and happily the Leagues."
party is losing in power and influence.
The conference board of church exThe situation, then; being what it is, tension, of the Minnesota conference
the opportunity of the Democratic
church
of the Methodist Episcopal
party is great, as its duty is clear.
held the quarterly meeting on the
support
Let it unite in its
under com- grounds yesterday, and recommended
petent leadership all who are opposed
that aid to Fulda, White Bear Lake,
to tampering with the standard
of j Harmony,
Jasper
and
Goodhue
value, whether bimetallists or flatists, I churches be granted by the parent soand all In favor of a strictly revenue I ciety at Philadelphia, .
tariff, limited to the actual needs of
Among prominent ministers of the
the government, honestly and econom- state present are:
ically administered.
Frank Doran, Dr. Turner, J. W. MarIt is generally conceded that the can- tin, Hanson, of Moorhead; Newhouse,
didate for president should be from the
of Redwing; Samuel White, of White
Now, where could a better
West.
Bear; Allen, of Anoka; W. W. Shanbe
found
than
Secrestandard-bearer
non, of Duluth; Dr. H. C. Jennings, of
tary Morton? He' is In the prime of
Marshall, the Nestor of the Waseca
life, a man of the highest character,
thoroughly educated,
possessed
of assembly; F. M. Rule, of Minneapolis;
E. R. Lathrop,-,of Hastings; S. F.
keen intelligence and a wide knowledge
Lee W.
of ; Minneapolis;
of public affairs. The country knows Kerfoot,
precisely where, he stands upon . the I Squires, of Crookston, manager of the
assembly;
Chautauqua
great questions of governmental pol- Detroit Lake
icy. In his conduct of the agricultural
F. G. Barnes, Randolph; J. F. i Stout,
Mankato; R. N. Avlson, Owatonna; E.
department he has shown administratSt. Peter; H. J. Harive ability of the highest order. The G. Sanderson,
toiling millions, whether in the work- rington, Goodhue; Dr. Cleveland, First
among
farm,
our church, St. Paul; F. B. Cowgill, Hamshop or on. the
have
public men no firmer friend than he.
line university; W. N. Jameson,
St.
Especially is this true of the agriPaul; J. W. Frickburg, St. Anthony;
Paul;
J.
W.
Umysleby,
cultural class, to which his department
M.
St.
A.
The author Newell, St. Paul Park; F. J. D. Hingsmore immediately relates.
day,.
of Arbor
his name is honored and ley, Minneapolis; T. W. Stout, Minwidely known. Like Lincoln, he is a neapolis;
;v:'•"' '. '\u25a0'\u25a0
'\u25a0?. :
plain man of the people, and like him,
Cottagers on the ground:
J. S.
too/ in that sense of ; humor which Tostevin, 'St. Paul; Dr. Barnard and
made. Lincoln such a good judge of Mrs.
Higgins,
George
Rev.
GalGeorge
men. Secretary Morton would give the pin and
wife, Miss Esterly, of Excountry an administration to be honArmstrong, St, Paul; Mrs.
celsior;
Mrs.
ored at home and abroad, and worthy Wentworth, St. Paul; Mrs. Jones. St,
of the best days of the republic. With
daughter, Hamadhesion to its principles, without vari- Paul; Mrs. Webb and
family, Mrs.
ableness or shadow: of turning, under jline; G. H. Hazzard and
;
George . Hazzard and . Miss Pribble,
leadership;
party
the
would
have
such
and family,
the confidence of .business- men every- Mrs. Jerden, R. K. Evans
where, draw to • its ", support the most
S. T. Bell, Hampton; Mrs. Jewell, St.
Louis; .President Seager." . The Redintelligent and ; thoughtful—in '\u25a0 the mawing cottage is occupied by a bevy of
jority,..it > is : believed—
Tour people.
East, West, : North and South. : Here is . young people. Dr. William McKinley
the ;, •\u25a0'party's //opportunity, :;' and :/ iflit has rooms outside of the grounds. H.
proves equal ito it, it will repeat the . J. Cobb and family . occupy a cottage.
victory of 1892. /
G. M. V '\u25a0' """ '
\u25a0'

and Sir

Harcourt Courtiy, respectively,
em
to be the. favorites. Judging by the

advance sa|e of seats, the attendance
this afternoon and evening will be much
larger still.
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Managers Scott and Gllkison have
very generously contributed a distinct
novelty to the testimonial to be tendered to Manager Kingsbury Tuesday
evening,
Juno I the world-famous
Lavinos, In their wonderful musical
specialty. The sale of seats and boxes
has been exceptionally large, and the
affair promises to be on« of the greatest financial successes of the season.
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junior

forgotten.
The party suffered defeat a year ago,

yi Our
that have been pointing with pride most urgent, now properly takes pre-,
Indeed,*
it overshadows
and referring with exultation to the cedence.
every other, for while other questions
coinage position taken by their Kensolution,
can wait for
this cannot. Its
tucky brethren, have not appreciated
right settlement, and that speedily, as
the very significant and important affecting immediately our
national sta-.
change made in their money plank
billtyand prosperity, is imperative.
As would take a generation to recoverIt
by. the committee on platform.
..it- was introduced it read: '; v- - from the loss of a debased currency/as
"We are opposed to the free and un- the teachings of history ' abundantly
,limited coinage of silver, and believe
prove.
in a sound money currency; and in. the
In the present state of public opinion
use of both, provided always that I a
dollar in one is made precisely ai3 val- these three parties seem to be gatheruable as a dollar in the other, gold ing coherency and crystallizing, the
single-standard gold, the single-standbeing the standard."
As it was reported to the conven- ard silver and the bimetallic, or the
Democratic, the Populist and the Retion and adopted, the concluding publican.
It is true there are men like
words, "gold being the standard,"
Bland and: Bryan, who call themselves
were cut out.
That is, they de- Democrats,
going about the country
cided to have the play of "Hamlet" and arguing in favor of 16 to 1 silver,
with Hamlet omitted. \u0084
"without reference to any - other na;
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THE OLD RELIABLE

For the first time in the history
of the Epworth League of Minnesota
the state conference is held under
the leafy verdure of one of Nature's
If the
most glorious tabernacles.
meeting proves a sucecss,
as the
present attendance and enthusiasm
of the various delegations evidence,
it will doubtless result in the holding of most of the annual conferences at Red Rock in the future.
Many of the delegates have come
in groups of from five to twenty,
the ladies lodging in tents and cottages and the gentlemen sleeping in
the large storage warehouse near
the river wharf. ' The Epworthians
are pouring in from all parts of the
state, and by today there will doubtless be 600 leaguers in camp. This
number is already doubled by campers, who have .come with their families to attend the annual camp
meeting, which will commence Monday.
undoubtedly
InThe convention
camp
augurates the. most successful
meeting held at Red Rock since the
days of Sam Jones. The opening meet-

be
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ABSOLUTELY PURE

on Which Sermons Are
of
Be Delivered—
Those in Attendance.

_

ferred himself and his imagination
'to Gray Gables, where he has installed a body of special detectives
"in- the garb of citizens set to watch
over the safety of Mrs. Cleveland
', and the children. There are some
fellows who will cast reproach on
the nation by making it appear that
here in this republic the lives of the
president and his family are no*
safe unless hedged about by a vigilant police, ' merely to show their
.capacity for a prodigious sensation.
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it must be remembered that the majority in the senate was so narrow it
was in the power of a small faction,
who stole the livery of Democracy to
serve the devil of protection in to mutilate in a measure the Wilson bill as
it left the hands of the able statesman
whose name it bears, and as it passed
the house of representatives, the true
exponent of the party.
Nevertheless,
as It passed, it is a. great improvement
high
protection of the McKinley
on the
distinguished Democracy in the-past bill, enacted by the Republicans to reand commanded the approval of the pay the manufacturers, out of whom
ing was held Thursday night with 500
the fat had been fried by Quay and
Greetings
in attendance.
delegates
American people. Let the party get Clarkson
to purchase Dudley's "blocks
were given by George TV. Higgins, on
together on the old line of battle,
of five," with which to elect Harrison.
by
association;
of the Red Rock
and the result will take care or But despite Republican opposition, behalf
Holbrook, state secMiss
Carrie
TV.
'
aided by defection in the senate, a de- retary of the Y. P. S. C. E. A response
itself.
cided step has been taken in the direcmade- by A. TV. Force. Tester'
tion of commercial freedom.
The re- was
The same imaginative reporter
day's services were opened by a suntoo,
clause,
peal,
purchase
{he
of
silver
who converted the box put up in
rise prayer meeting.
the Sherman act, when the ship of
Two very interesting prayers were
the White house grounds for the of
state- was drifting so rapidly on the
shelter of the city police in case of rock-of silver monometallism, is to be given in the morning session by C. D.
a storm, into sentry boxes for special set to the credit of the party, as is Lewis, of Plain view, and Miss May C.
"The Younger
body guards provided by a timorous also the abolition of the corrupt fed- Payne, of Dexter.
Member, His Needs and How to Meet
protection
the
of
eral
election
law.
These
administration for
are distinct Them," was
by several
discussed
its chief from assault, has trans- gains in legislation which should not
superintendents".

Mr. Taylor, the financial expert of
South Dakota, that "the way of the
transgressor
is hard." He knows
it; but don't fret your dear souls,
for he is making it as easy for himself as he can. And there are just
in the
hangs .'. above some political quag- j a /few stones , and/brickbats
those against whom he
mire, and nails its colors to the j .path of
,>/ V;
transgressed.
mast. Discouragement of spirit and _-}Jf.rj . .
.
Mayor Pingree's
check in success have come just in ;
town is pretty
proportion as party action has fallen; severe on flirting traveling men. A
short of the principles set up about New York drummer winked from a
these three great propositions.
Fi- 1| BDetroit hotel window at a pretty
delity to them Will command
the girl, she returned the wink, and he
to the sidewalk to greet
support
today ;\u25a0 "hastened
same enthusiastic
her.
She received him haughtily, a
that it did when the nation rallied
policeman nabbed him and he paid
behind Mr. Cleveland in 1892.
$5 inHhe police court for the wink.
not
now
to
consider
It boots
dis,
agreements
over the "- tariff bill
- Itis asserted that Minneapolis will
passed by the last congress. \u0 84.' It is '-^protest yesterday's game with Millaw, and under it the industries of : waukee because the Flour City playwere hypnotized by the Milwauthe country are flourishing as they i
aldermen,
sat in a body in
have not for years before, and the • kee end of the who
grand stand. ..!^>.^/
.jone
revenues
government
of the
will
soon reach - the point of ample sup- Now watch for the rush into print,
ply.
Administrative reform has
of: city and county officials to debeen carried l further at Washington
clare" that' they will accept the rethan any one dreamed possible.. In- ductions made in their salaries Withcapables
have been weeded out, out resistance in the courts.
mm
expenditures
abolished,
sinecures
is loose in the Greatreduced, and efficiency made a test / JoeMulhatton
;er New York that was to 'have -been.-.
through a great part of the departHe ; reports "that lightning killed and
ment service. No short space suf- completely skinned a Long Island
fices for the cleaning of those Au- pigbut- the administragean stables;
tion : of ; Mr. -Cleveland has made re- f: Mr. Corbett, there \is a new . star
in the pugilistic world. Itis the suform a fact instead of a catchword.
; Illinois; and
it
This is a work which the people want preme court of
whisky trust in one
.; "
• /,'.\u25a0 .: \ knocked out the
:to see continued.
-i
round.- .
'\u25a0;YOn the third issue the lines must
think,
be drawn. We do -not
with j We : have ; at +last discovered one
\u25a0
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NO SECTARIANISM.
KansiiM

School Board Con-.
by Citizens.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., June 14.—
City

demned

following resolutions were adopted
at a mass meeting in Kansas City,

Kan., to protest against the action
of the school board in deposing Roman Catholic teachers:
"Whereas, A majority of the school
board of Kansas City, Kan., have allowed partisan ship and sectarianIsm to govern their actions in excluding competent teachers from our
public schools, because of religious
views they choc^i? to entertain; and
"Whereas,
public schools
Our
should be free from partisanship and
sectarianism, for the reason that the
same are antagonistic to American
institutions, and for the further reason that said schools are maintain!
by the taxation of the whole people of all parties and sects; therefore
be it
"Resolved, That we, the citizens of'
Kansas City, Kan., in mass meeting
here assembled, irrespective of party
or religious predilections, condemn
this act of said members of our
school board as un-American, retrogressive and detrimental to the future prosperity of our rising young
,
metropolis."
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IT inns 99,800,000.
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Reorganization

Offer tor Wlil.sk>-;
Trust Property.
reorganCHICAGO, June 14.—

ization committee offers to purchase
the plant of the whisky trust for
$9,800,000, provided the court orders
the receiver to allow as consideration such proportion of the sum total
as would be divided among the 347,--067 shares of stock held by the reorganization committee. This offer is
made in the petition for a judicial
sale of the trust's effects, which was
filed- in the. United States circuit
court clerk's office this evening. The
petitioners pray the court to order
the sale of the property, and that
the transfers to the purchasers be
made as fast as the cattle feeding
contracts at the various plants come
to an end. The committee offers to
furnish to the receivers such money
as may be needed from time to time
to pay claims.
DAVIS A HIGH ROLLER.

~\

Hlm Newly Made Father-in-LaW
Saves Him.
SAN FRANCISCO. June 14.— J. C.
Davis, a newspaper man, who was arrested and placed In jail for Issuing
bogus checks, was released today by
his father-in-law settling up with his
victims. Davis was formerly reporter on the New York World, but latterly
had been employed on the Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle. He was married at Rochester some eight weeks
ago to a daughter of H. H. Craig, a
While on their
wealthy lumberman.
wedding tour young Davis squandered
$5,000 belonging to his bride at the faro
table. By pawning her Jewels they
reached San Francisco, when finding
himself without funds to pay hotel expenses, Davis endeavored,
to raise
money on bogus checks.
-«_»

MOURNERS MEET DEATH.
Killed and Thirty Injured I*s' Jl Falling House.
VIENNA, June 14.— Seventy people
gathered today in the death chamber
of ai young man at Rovlgno, a seaport
town of Austria, on the Adriatic. The
flooring of the chamber collapsed and
all fell to- the ground floor and thence
into a deep cellar, the walls of the
house falling on top of the unfortunate

Fourteen

victims.
Fourteen of tho mourners
were killed and thirty injured. The
unhappy young woman who had been
the fiancee- of the deceased man, was
found dead in the ruins, in a position

close to the coffin.
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